Bayou box cooler

Attractive, sleek cooler design highlighted by a textured lid. UV-Resistant to maintain color and
preserve exterior surface. Full-Length Lid Hinge is internally integrated for precise function. Lid
Gasket made from freezer style silicon. Padlock Hole centered for convenience. Ergonomic Grip
Side Rope Handles capable of lifting up to lbs. Interior Drain Channel and Drain Plug with
silicon gasket for no-leak performance. FDA plastic approved for direct contact with food. Dry
Ice compatible for long haul cold retention. For best cooling performance, pre-load with some
ice a few hours prior to your excursion. For fishing, hunting, camping, tailgating, off-road, on
the beach, and â€¦ backyard adventures. For fishing, hunting, camping, tailgating, off-road, on
the beach, and Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing was ended by the seller because there was an
error in the listing. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for
more lists. Feb 09, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of
2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. Siberian Coolers Alpha Pro Series 22 qt. Seller assumes
all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new, unused,
unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging where packaging is applicable. Packaging
should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.
See the seller's listing for full details. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or
tab Read more about the condition. Description: Attractive, sleek cooler design highlighted by a
textured lid. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition:
New. Ended: Feb 09, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact
seller for shipping options. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its
original packaging where packaging is applicable. Bayou Classic. Bison Coolers is a
family-owned company. Our family works hard together so you and your family can play hard
together. Watch the video to see how working together impacts our relationships and to learn
more about our company behind the scenes. Read More. If you're searching for the best heavy
duty marine coolers and camping coolers at the lowest prices, then these professional grade
coolers are a perfect -- and they're hundreds of dollars less than comparable ice chests! We're
so confident these are the best ice chests on the market, we support our products with a 5-year
warranty. Invest in a Bison Cooler that will stand the wear and tear and last you year after year.
They also make the perfect gift for any outdoor enthusiast. Don't head out for your next
camping, hunting, fishing, boating or tailgating trip without the best cooler on the market. Start
living the Bison life and let your cooler life begin! All Rights Reserved Powered by Shopify.
Menu 0. Warranty Claim Warranty Registration. Roam free. Stay hydrated. Introducing new
colors in our premium leak-proof Bison Gen2 Tumblers. Clear skies. Calm seas. Cool blues. Our
newest color; same american-made quality. Bison Products, Tough as Nails. Your Bison. Your
Brand. With Bison Customization Options. See what others are saying about Bison. What do
you really need from a cooler? What do you need and expect from a cooler company? A legend
in reliability. Bison coolers and ice chests are a premium USA made cooler designed and
constructed for those who want the very best outdoors gear and need to keep the cold where it
belongs Check out some of our current news and see what customers are saying about Bison
coolers here Notify me when this product is available:. At Bison, The ultimate large cooler built
for weekend warriors and proudly made in USA. The extra-large ice chest, our qt This Made
Need a larger cooler? Be sure to check out Need something smaller? Check out our Can Mossy
Oak If you're searching for the best heavy duty marine coolers and camping coolers at the
lowest prices, then these professional grade coolers are a perfect -- and they're hundreds of
dollars less than comparable ice chests! We're so confident these are the best ice chests on the
market, we support our products with a 5-year warranty. Invest in a Bison Cooler that will stand
the wear and tear and last you year after year. They also make the perfect gift for any outdoor
enthusiast. Don't head out for your next camping, hunting, fishing, boating or tailgating trip
without the best cooler on the market. Start living the Bison life and let your cooler life begin!
All Rights Reserved Powered by Shopify. Menu 0. Warranty Claim Warranty Registration.
Outdoor Coolers. High-quality ice chests and coolers built to last for years. Shop now A legend
in reliability. Add to Cart. Color Gunmetal Quicksand Marlin. Color Blue Sand Black. Color Sand

Blue Black Pink. Color Mossy Oak Camo. Free delivery offer excludes same day delivery.
Participation and delivery area vary by store. Our delivery program lets you get the qualifying
items delivered from the store to your door by a helpful Ace associate. Not a member? You can
still receive delivery on qualifying items for a fee. The fee is determined at checkout. Orders
must be placed on days the store is open, before 4pm local time or 2 hours before store closing
time, whichever is earlier. See Details. Staying hydrated throughout the day is essential to your
health. Enjoy ice-cold drinks on the go with a beverage dispenser, water jug or water bottle from
Ace. Whether you need a single use tumbler for your commute to work or a large water cooler
that can serve everyone on your next outdoor adventure, you'll be sure to find what you need at
Ace, the helpful place. Finding the right drink dispenser to suit your needs is easy when you
use the selection tool along the left side of the page to narrow your search by price, lifestyle,
feature or brand. Find the perfect water jug for any event today. Everyday Hydration: large water
dispensers are a great addition to homes and businesses. They carry enough water to keep
everyone hydrated with incredible convenience. Find a top loading water dispenser that holds 3
or 5 gallon water jugs to keep your home or office equipped with enough filtered water to last
for days. Some water dispensers even include hot and cold handles to allow for more versatility.
Outdoor Parties: Hosting a backyard party, spending the day tailgating outside your favorite
stadium or heading to your favorite outdoor event requires a proper drink dispenser. We
recommend a large party tub to stylishly display your favorite canned and bottled beverages on
ice. For large sporting events, grab a convenient and easy-to-use 5 gallon cooler with cup
dispensers to make the event easier to plan. Sipping On The Go: Set out for hot days armed
with a personal water bottle or tumbler filled with your favorite drink. Choose a stainless steel
tumbler to keep your drinks colder for longer, or grab an oversized heavy-duty bottle to keep
your thirst quenched all day long. Camping: When you're going to be away from the comforts of
home for days on end, you need water coolers that will keep ice frozen for longer. Check out our
double-wall insulated options for maximum coolness, plus features like handles and wheels for
easy maneuvering through the campsite. Make your favorite coolers or drink dispensers even
more convenient by pairing it with drink accessories from Ace Hardware. Reusable ice packs,
clip-on cup holders, handy tie-down straps and other add-ons make your drink dispenser the
best choice for on-the-go hydration. Need help? Call I am interested in: check all that apply.
Rest assured, we'll call to confirm. Continue without selecting times. We'll reach out to you
shortly to discuss your project and answer any questions you may have. We Deliver. Get what
you need, when you need it. Learn More. Full store details Change store. Full store details.
Current online order pickup times may be delayed due to weather impacts. Check Nearby
Stores. Check if Ace Delivers to my Address. Delivery distance varies by store. Check to see if
you are within this store's delivery area. Street Address, City, State and Zip. Check Address.
Modal Title Placeholder. Delivery From Your Local Ace. Clear all. Can Capacity 18 3 18 cans 1 21
cans 1 28 cans 1 35 1 35 cans 1 42 cans 1 More cans 1 Less. Show 39 Results. Price Custom
price range Min. Select 2 or more products for side-by-side feature comparison. Igloo MaxCold
Cooler 70 qt. Free Store Pickup Today. Igloo MaxCold Cooler 54 qt. Igloo IMX Cooler 24 qt. Igloo
IMX Cooler 70 qt. Igloo BMX Cooler 52 qt. Igloo Playmate Cooler 16 qt. Igloo Playmate Pal
Cooler 7 qt. Igloo Ace Water Cooler 5 gal. Lifoam Cooler 30 qt. Igloo Legend Water Cooler 1 gal.
Igloo Wheelie Cool Cooler 38 qt. Igloo Legend Cooler 12 cans Red. Igloo Legend Cooler 24 cans
Red. Igloo MaxCold Roller Cooler 40 qt. Igloo Latitude Cooler 50 qt. Igloo Contour Cooler 30 qt.
Igloo Marine Cooler 54 qt. Igloo Latitude Beverage Bottle 0. Igloo Water Cooler 5 gal. Igloo
Latitude Cooler 60 qt. Igloo MaxCold Latitude Cooler 90 qt. Igloo BMX Cooler 25 qt. Igloo Sport
Cooler 2 gal. Showing 30 of The Right Beverage Dispenser for Every Occasion Finding the right
drink dispenser to suit your needs is easy when you use the selection tool along the left side of
the page to narrow your search by price, lifestyle, feature or brand. For all your events and
hydration needs, shop at Ace today. Be the first to hear about special offers, events, popular
new items and helpful home improvement tips. Are you a home owner? Paint Projects. Home
Improvement Projects. Select Your Local Ace. Your local Ace Handyman: Need a different
Location? Your contact information:. Where will the work be done? Tell us about your project:.
Choose a few times that work best for you: 1. Scheduling your project is easy! Please select
date to proceed. Morning 8ampm Afternoon 12pm-5pm. Thank you! Find a Pro! Please enter a
Zip Code. Handyman Service is currently not available in your area. Many brands have spent an
incredible amount of money and time to convince us that we need to spend ridiculous sums to
keep a drink cold. It's not true. Coolers aren't complicated, which is a good thing to remember in
the face of all that advertising. After many years evaluating more than 40 models of coolers,
we've chosen seven that are well-made, well-insulated, and fit a range of outings. Better
insulated and less expensive than the competition, it keeps ice frozen for a week, and its
well-designed drain port makes the cooler easy to clean. Get this if: You want a cooler for

weekends away, car-camping trips, or tailgating, or to keep as a backup cooler in your garage in
case your power suddenly goes out. The Coleman Xtreme weighs If that weight or size seems
intimidating, Coleman makes a similar model with wheels. In our testing , the Coleman kept ice
frozen for a full week hours , which was 30 hours longer than the Igloo MaxCold hours. It
measures The most noticeable functional difference in the designs of the coolers we tested was
in their drainage ports. Unlike most of the others, the Coleman Xtreme has a channeled drain,
which made draining much easier and required very little tilting. Flaws but not dealbreakers:
Coleman makes many nearly identical versions of the Xtreme cooler. We consider all of these
models to be part of the same line. Six-day ice retention means the Igloo MaxCold does its
primary job very well, but the Coleman Xtreme does it a bit better. It is similar in size and
functionality, keeping ice frozen for six days, a day beyond its rated capacity. The Igloo
MaxCold comes in at It weighs about 12 pounds empty and can also be used as a seat. Similar
to the Coleman, if the size or weight is intimidating, Igloo makes a slightly smaller model of the
MaxCold with wheels. Also like Coleman, Igloo sells replacement parts but in the form of a parts
kit that includes hinges and a drain spout. Flaws but not dealbreakers: Unlike the Coleman
Xtreme, the Igloo MaxCold lacks a channeled bilge drain, which makes emptying wastewater a
bit more difficult than it needs to beâ€”you have to tilt and twist the cooler to drain the last bit of
water. This roto-molded cooler is half the price of the Yeti Tundra 65, but performs just as well
in every way. Of all the models we testedâ€”which included the wildly popular Yeti Tundra 65
â€”the RTIC 65 is the best for the price and performance. That said, most people do not need a
roto-molded cooler. The RTIC weighs It has enough space to hold 65 cans or 70 pounds of ice.
Unlike several other competitors, the RTIC has two drainage ports for quick cleaning and
draining. Similar to any true roto-molded coolerâ€”the term refers to a manufacturing process
that creates uniform plastic walls with no sealsâ€”the RTIC is practically indestructible, which
makes it great for tougher outdoor environments. In our testing, the RTIC kept ice frozen for 10
days, with some periodic draining. RTIC has rope handles with a plastic tube for gripping and
two rubber latches for holding the lid closed, which mimics the design of most of the other
comparable coolers out there. However, they are a bit thinner than the latches on many of the
other high-end models, and the rubber balls that actually hold the lid closed in particular are
comparatively small. The rubber hinge is somewhat smaller than those on other roto-molded
coolers, such as the Yeti. The thick insulation easily withstands the heat of the sun, even if we
leave the car parked for a day. This cooler is lightweight, sturdy, and easy to pack. With enough
ice, it kept contents cold for more than 24 hours without leaking or sweating. Such details as its
stitching and superior insulating foam set it apart from its competitors. Get this if: You need a
cooler for picnics, concerts, or days out to the beach. The soft shape is easier and lighter to
carry on your shoulder over slightly longer distances than you might want with a hard cooler.
Also, many sport venues and arenas prohibit hard coolers but allow soft coolers like these.
Made with open-cell insulation, the walls of the Polar Bear are a little denser and a quarter inch
thicker than those of most similar soft coolers we tested. Its stitching is a little cleaner, and the
1,denier nylon fabric feels slightly more durable, both on its liner side and on its bottom
surface. It even sits up a bit better when empty, which lends it a handsome air. The little details
add up. That said, over a hour period, the Polar Bear and the AO Cooler are nearly identical in
their ability to keep 9 pounds of ice frozen for a day. Closed, the top of the bag zips across the
middle with two YKK 8 zippers YKK is the largest, and often considered the most reliable, zipper
manufacturer in the world and folds down on either side, compressing the bag into a
rectangular brick. This shape allows for all sides of the bag to have equal insulation coverage
when closedâ€”a feature many cheaper soft coolers lack. The 0. After two years, the company
will give you the option of replacing the cooler for 50 percent of the retail price. The Polar Bear
also held the most cans of any pack cooler we tested. When I pack coolers, I prefer to use a
haphazard method, throwing my cans and ice together as quickly as I can. For me, the Polar
Bear Nylon swallowed 24 cans and just under 6 pounds of ice with surprising ease. The AO
Cooler, packed in the same casual way, held just 20 cans plus ice. With careful can stacking, it's
possible that intrepid packers might figure out a way to get the Polar to hold even more. While
we think the pack size is the most versatile size, some people might prefer the 6-Pack or Pack
sizes for more personal uses, like carrying your lunch to a jobsite. Flaws but not dealbreakers:
Fully loaded, the Polar Bear weighs 24 to 26 pounds. The larger issue is not how heavy it gets
but how ridiculously small the shoulder strap and its pad are. Of all our models, the Polar Bear
has the smallest shoulder pad by a significant margin. While it was okay enough to carry the
bag a short distance, we found that after a while, the small pad would slip off our shoulders,
making it pretty useless. Considering the incredible amount of thought that goes into the details
of the Polar Bear coolers, the small size of the shoulder strap and pad feels like a surprising
oversight. Although this cooler performed on a par with the best in our testsâ€”its 0. The AO

Canvas Series Cooler insulated as well as the best coolers in the test: I loaded every cooler with
9 pounds of ice over a hour period outdoors, exposing them to direct midday sun, and this one
left us with 8 cups of meltwater, which was better than any other soft cooler in this price range.
The insulation itself is a 0. Exactly what kind of foam is difficult to say. On several videos and in
conversations with us, AO Coolers has claimed that it uses closed-cell foam in its products. But
the feel of the foam insulation, which is spongy and pliable, gives it away as open-cell. Cutting it
open confirmed that belief. While you can fit 24 cans in it with some ice, it does fill up more
quickly than our other soft cooler pick. Get this if: Your favorite picnicking spots or beaches
tend to be farther off the beaten path or you often find yourself with your hands full of other
gear. The backpack is easy enough to carry on your shoulder while you take care of more
important things. For all our testing, nothing performed as well as consistently as the Polar
Bear Original Backpack Cooler. During our testing, it kept things cold for longer than many
models two or three times as expensive and was just as comfortable, if not more comfortable, to
carry. Each cooler will do exactly what you need it to do, which is to keep things cold for the
day while you focus on the fun at hand. However, if you like the more structured feel of
closed-cell foam, especially as a backpack, you may prefer the Deluxe model. The little details
add up, from the quality of the liners to the control of the stitching. This is unusual to see,
particularly in larger companies, which can and should control for such things. Flaws but not
dealbreakers: Although this backpack cooler was as comfortable as any we tested, very few
backpack coolers are actually all that comfortable. A cooler like the Original Backpack Cooler is
useful for carrying your food and drink for a medium distance when your hands are full with
other things, like a beach umbrella, or a coconut, or the hand of your young child. If you need a
wide-mouthed cooler that can keep things cold for more than a day, this is your pick. Get this if:
You need the best insulation available in a cooler that can also be carried on your back. The
wide mouth is great for large groups or loading awkwardly shaped items you need to keep cool,
such as grilling supplies. We particularly liked the wide-mouthed design, whichâ€” unlike many
competitor models such as the Yeti Hopperâ€”was easy to load with ice and even easier to
access with a group of friends or family. Is it a perfect backpack cooler? Not by a long shot. The
bag weighs nearly 7 pounds empty. Its materialsâ€”closed-cell insulation and TPU-coated
nylonâ€”are not light. And the large shape, like that of a huge beach tote, does nothing to keep
the weight close to your back. I had to lean pretty far forward just to find a comfortable balance.
It appears to be an overly complicated design, with multiple fold points and several
interconnected hinges. A cooler is made to keep things cold. It does this via insulation. With
better insulation, a cooler can maintain lower temperatures for longer, thus consuming less ice.
Rubbermaid, a former heavyweight, no longer produces the same diversity or quality of coolers
it used to. In our research, nearly everyone recommended either an Igloo or Coleman within this
price range, and whenever Rubbermaid was mentioned it was most often in the form of a
criticism. For soft coolers, using criteria that guided our previous testing, along with user
comments on Amazon and in forums, we narrowed the search by looking for a short list of
essential features. We considered the external hardware, shoulder straps, buckles, zippers, and
fabric, all of which had to be comfortable to carry and sturdy enough to survive regular use in a
boat, on an ATV, or sliding around in the trunk of a car. For backpack coolers, we also
specifically looked for reports of how comfortable or not they were to wear. Let's talk about
heat, insulation, and polyurethane foam for a minute. Heat, remember, can be transferred in
three ways: conduction, convection, and radiation. Conduction is the transfer of heat through a
solid like when a spoon becomes hot after sitting in soup , convection is the transfer of heat
through a fluid including air , and radiation is the emission of electromagnetic energy like
sunlight. Different types of insulation work in their own ways to minimize heat transfer into a
cooler. Open- and closed-cell foams act as insulators to reduce heat conduction, while fabrics
and liners, such as coated polyurethane and reflective Mylar, create a radiant barrier that
reduces and reflects heat radiation. Everyone wants to claim that they use closed-cell foam in
their coolers. Closed-cell foam is considered a better insulator than open-cell foam because the
tiny bubbles of gas in closed-cell foam are independent from one another. Air bubbles that do
not share cell walls, in effect being insulated from one another, are better at reducing the overall
transfer of heat through the foam. Closed-cell foam is also much more expensive to produce
than open-cell foam. The resulting product is strong, very rigid feeling, and typically weighs
more than 1. In open-cell foam, most bubbles greater than 50 percent share walls with one
another. These foams, which weigh around 0. According to our testing, over a long enough
period of time, closed-cell foam will keep things cool for longer. Except for cost, of course. By
measuring meltwater, we can produce data that illustrates the relative performance of insulation
between coolers over time. For example, after five days, the Coleman Xtreme retained 11 more
pounds of ice than the Igloo MaxCold. That translates to the Coleman Xtreme being 20 percent

more efficient than the Igloo MaxCold overall in ice retention during the same time period. We
also started tracking the internal temperature of the bags just to see exactly when temperatures
began to rise with the ThermoWorks Signals. We tested the soft coolers and backpacks in
Ventura, California, by loading every soft cooler with 9 pounds of pre-bagged ice and left them
outside for 24 hours, from noon to noon, over two sunny days with an ambient temperature
between 70 and 75 degrees with nearly constant sun exposure. And more recently we tested
most of our picks again throughout the year in Hawaii. Instead, we decided to focus on the most
utilitarian and family-friendly sizes we could find. The exception is backpack coolers, which
often come in only one size. For hard coolers, a quart size is big enough for a variety of tasks.
Another example came up last year during a power outage, as one of our staff members was
able to store most of the contents of a fridge in a quart cooler, along with the necessary ice to
keep it cold. For soft coolers, we recommend anything in the to can range. Anything smaller and
you end up carrying a lot of bag without carrying much of anything else. Polar Bear Eclipse 24
Pack : This model is very impressive if money is no object. The Eclipse has metal hardware,
whereas the Nylon Pack has plastic. The Eclipse also comes with nylon carabiner loops for safe
stowing anywhere, plus a YKK 10 splash-guard zipper for extra insulation and water protection.
These are decent bags, but they're overpriced compared with the top competition. Because they
are shaped to fit overhead-bin size restrictions, they are also a bit smaller than the Polar Bear
Nylon or the AO. StrongBags Glacier Flight Crew Luggage Cooler : This model borrows the
same folded origami structure of the Polar Bear Nylon and the AO, but it seems to use a less
dense open-cell foam, which hindered its overall performance. Unless you need a soft cooler
specifically sized for overhead compartments, you can save yourself a bit of money and buy a
bag that keeps things cool longer. Coleman 30 Can Cooler with Removable Liner : The Coleman
comes with a removable hard-plastic liner meant to keep your food from being squashed. This
model produced 5. One other Coleman cooler we tested had the same flaws as this one. Its
insulation was the thinnest we came acrossâ€”in 24 hours the 9 pounds of ice we loaded in it
was completely melted. It was the only soft cooler we tested that had this happen. Like all Yeti
soft cooler products, it uses the more expensive closed cell insulation. Most of the designs are
too small for there to be much of a comparable change in performance between open- and
closed-cell insulation. Yeti Hopper Two 30 : This design is a mess. In an attempt to make the
closed-cell foam manageable and still more or less seal around the ice, Yeti put the zipper on
the side of the bag. Icemule Boss : The Boss has solid closed-cell insulation and a deep interior
space for ice storage. Icemule Urbano : The Urbano looks better than it performs. If you like the
way this cooler looks and you need a cooler only for light use, such as on day trips, this is a
decent pick, but we think our top-pick cooler will serve you better. Icemule Coolers 15 Liter :
This open-cell insulated cooler has an interesting design, similar to that of a stuff sack you
might use on camping. It performed fairly well in our tests, although its light, open-cell foam
insulation hindered it some. Yeti Hopper BackFlip : For the price, Yeti was outperformed by
several other similar models, including our top pick among backpack coolers. The Polar Bear
Original Backpack Cooler is a third the cost and performs nearly as well, if not better since the
more pliable open-cell insulation can completely wrap around your ice load without gaps or
zipper breaks. Pelican Elite : The plastic handles on the Pelican Elite let down this roto-molded
design. Bison 75 QT : Bison makes a solid cooler for hunters and fisherman. This roto-molded
design is as good as any we tested, but the RTIC is just as good and a good deal cheaper.
Canyon : These coolers are close to the RTIC in price, but they use plastic hinges to keep the lid
shut and seem to skimp on a few manufacturing details. Yeti Tundra 65 : If you already know
you want the name, then buy the name. Yeti makes a good product. Kit Dillon is a senior staff
writer at Wirecutter. He was previously an app developer, oil derrick inspector, public-radio
archivist, and sandwich shop owner. When called on, he can still make a mean sandwich. Our
pick. Coleman 70 Quart Coastal Xtreme Marine Cooler Best for most weeklong adventures
Better insulated and less expensive than the competition, it keeps ice frozen for a week, and its
well-designed drain port makes the cooler easy to clean. Also great. RTIC 65 Tough as nails and
inches of insulation This roto-molded cooler is half the price of the Yeti Tundra 65, but performs
just as well in every way. The external seams of the AO cooler are good enough. Photo: Caleigh
Waldman. OtterBox Trooper LT 30 Cooler Heavy-duty backpack cooler If you need a
wide-mouthed cooler that can keep things cold for more than a day, this is your pick. Backpack
coolers Icemule Boss : The Boss has solid closed-cell insulation and a deep interior space for
ice storage. Roto-molded coolers Pelican Elite : The plastic handles on the Pelican Elite let
down this roto-molded design. About your guide Kit Dillon. By freddyjbbq , October 15, in The
Cooler. Just returned from a trip to northern New Hampshire with my family and wonder how
many "better" coolers I've already paid for by wasting ice and food with my crappy coolers. I
think Engel is another brand of those high end coolers as well to include in your search.. With

the price tag on those I would make sure to go to a Cabelas or similar and compare the features
and build on each brand, I am sure all will hold ice for a long time.. A couple a guys I know in
the south have Yetis, they said even during turkey season with temps in the 90s they would
hold ice for a week or more with it in the back of their truck as long as they were not constantly
opening and closing. Engel all the way! I know quite a few people with them and they've had
nothing but good luck! Very high quality, but with a much lower price point than a Yeti! I own an
Engel 25 and Engel Greeting Pinchamint and welcome to Kamado Guru. Please stop by the
Introductions forum and introduce yourself. Thanks guys, that's some good advice. There is a
bass pro shop around 50 miles from here I might check out. I think I remember the chef on
bbqguys. I bought a Yeti Roadie about 6 weeks ago and I love it. That cooler will be the last
cooler of that size I ever buy. I plan to buy one of the 45 quart models sometime soon. I have
never spoiled food so I don't need to consider the potential savings there.. Well I did.. I wonder
if there is a Cooler forum I could join where they talk about cool.. A parallel universe to ours
where there are different sections based on brand with constant debates about yeti vs Engel vs
a standard Colemam.. I see what you did there I too always made fun of the people with that
expensive of a cooler, and also that expensive of a grill.. I only have an akorn, so I can't say I've
jumped on the ceramic bandwagon yet, but thats just because budget. I could be a salesman for
kamado cooking now and justify spending that kinda cash on a grill if I had it. Also, I have a pair
of costa sunglasses I've had my eye on the pelican 45qt. From my research it seems like the
best bang for your buck! You might check out the K2 and Bayou Ice Boxes. I am not an expert,
but I think the Bayou's are the least expensive. I have never heard anyone really complain about
any of them, except the price. Those Bayou boxes look nice for the money.. Look like a no frills
version of the others as long as they are insulated as the others probably the way I would go.. I
would have to see if it is grizzly bear proof however like the Yeti, would hate to wake up one
morning and find a grizzly bear came on the deck and drank all my beer. My girlfriend and I
spend almost 3 weeks on the road each spring traveling state to state turkey hunting, we bring
one big cooler for food and one for turkey breasts.. We bought one of the coleman 5 day marine
coolers last year for the trip, vs the other traditional large plastic cooler it was day and night
difference in ice consumption between the two, even with the junky hotel ice.. Not a Yeti,
Pelican, Engel etc but I was pleased to see that it did hold ice considerably better than our other
cooler. Don't discount the Coleman. There was a video posted here where they tested all the
main brands of 5 day coolers the Coleman included. It wasn't the best but it did a good job
compared to the others and for considerably less money. My take after watching the video If
you want a 5 day cooler but don't want to spend the big money, you won't be disappointed with
the Coleman. If you stand on one enough it can crack the lid. The parts for like Igloo are
available but not cheap compared to the price of the whole cooler and the same design so you
will have to replace over and over. The Coleman extreme I have is well insulated but also has
same problem and needed parts only a few years into owning it and using it about a 1x a month
avg. About 2 years ago I ordered a Yeti I think its 45 q on ebay from a fly fishing shop in
Montana of all places but they would ship for free and no tax which in texas is quite high. The
Yeti is very nice, the whole thing is cadilliac, its bombproof. I doubt I will ever need parts for it. I
also noticed their success has spawned some competitors. Even lowly Igloo who despite being
local Houston I don't very highly of their crappy products, even they now have a "yeti style"
very HD rotomolded insulated cooler - check sams club. I had some interesting features even a
huge drain about 1. I had not heard of those other brands mentioned before I got mine but there
are a few other coolers that very similar. Like my Vision kamado, I like to buy stuff that is quality
and lasts, so I like the Yeti even though it is expensive. The vision I could justify as we hardly
eat out and the quality of the food coming off it was a step up. Eat out a few times with a family
and you have paid for the grill. Well, more than a few but you know. And don't mention bicycles,
I will really start blabbbing! You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in
now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as
a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. John's "Really Right Stuff" List.
Better cooler? Reply to this topic Start new topic. Prev 1 2 Next Page 1 of 2. Recommended
Posts. Posted October 15, Can anyone provide some insight on the yeti, grizzly, etc coolers?
Thanks guys. Link to post Share on other sites. A1Acc3 29 Posted October 18, Posted October
18, DerHusker 6, Posted October 18, John Setzler 14, Posted October 18, TrueBlueEagle Posted
October 18, Cotton 0 Posted October 18, Dirkdaddy 72 Posted October 19, Posted October 19, I
was stunned at how many guys would come up and start talking about the Yeti, clearly this is a
"cool toy" sort of thing. Because of the above, I'm a bit worried when in group settings about it
getting ripped off. I made a hardware store cable lock just to make sure it doesn't "walk off".
The strength and insulation come at a price. You don't want to carry it far, and it doesn't have
wheels. Take a different cooler to kids soccer games. Designed for professional guides and

outdoorsman, hunters, fishermen its really overkill for what I use it for, but see bullet 1 I also
noticed their success has spawned some competitors. Join the conversation You can post now
and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Go Search
within. Filters 4, item s are found. Lunch Coolers Clear All. Narrow Results. Caden Cotton Lunch
Cooler. Classic lunch cooler style with modern appeal in timeless cotton Zippered main
compartment provides easy access to contents Main compartment sized to fit a frozen meal, as
well as accommodate a variety of food storage containers. Interior mesh slash pocket can hold
an icepack or provide additional storage for food. Front zippered pocket for storing accessories.
Top grab handle for easy carrying. PEVA heat-sealed lining. PVC free, Phthalate free. These six
pack cooler Lunch Cooler Bags measures 7. This multipurpose Lunch Bag has a secure zipper
closure, a cube design with inner white insulation for the coolest, freshest meal on the go. This
trendy Lunch Box also features a 6. From corporate promotions to academic accessories, this
lunch bag delivers! Keep a cool head about your marketing campaign. Feature the Canyons
lunch sack and cooler during your next giveaway to skyrocket the number of impressions your
brand receives. The 6. The compartments are insulated with PEVA lining with foam padding. It
also features a front pocket, carrying handles, and comes with a custom full color printed
hangtag. Make lunch time the right time to show off your brand! Have clients advertise your
business to friends and co-workers when you give them this heathered cooler lunch bag! It's
made of 80 gram laminated non-woven, coated water-resistant polypropylene with foil laminated
PE foam insulation to keep food and drink fresh. Features include a web carrying handle,
zippered main compartment, and a compact size similar to that of a six-pack. Add your logo
with our silkscreen method for a complete look. This is great for school or work and could help
you appeal to more clients! Slade Cooler Lunch Bag. Keep cool with your summer promotions
when you advertise with this Slade cooler lunch bag! It features an adjustable shoulder strap,
two side mesh pockets, front zippered pocket and top zippered compartment. It can stay clean
with spot cleaning and air dry. Add your name and logo before handing it out for maximum
brand exposure! Aspen Lunch Cooler. Cater to your clients with the Aspen Lunch Cooler! The
black, kid friendly cooler is made of denier polyester and denier polyester ripstop. It has a
padded mesh grab handle, adjustable shoulder strap and a heat sealed interior that holds up to
16 cans. The main compartment with a zippered closure, front slash pocket and side mesh
water bottle pocket hold the contents safely until they get where they're going. Customize yours
for a great promo product! Link Lunch Cooler. Get together with your prospective clients over
some great food and leave them with the Link Lunch Cooler to remember what a great meeting
it was! The cooler features a front slash pocket, side mesh water bottle pocket, removable ID tag
on the side and top grab handle. The seven can capacity lunch tote has a zippered closure and
the attachment buckle easily secures the cooler to a personal carrying bag. It's PVC and
phthalate free and has a thermal lining. Connect to your clients with a new style! Spirit Lunch
Cooler. Inspire team support with the Spirit Lunch Cooler! This kid friendly black cooler is made
of denier polyester and has a thermal lining. It features a zippered main compartment, front
zippered pocket and side mesh water bottle pocket. For people on the go, the top grab handle
has an attachment buckle that easily secures the cooler to a personal bag. There's a removable
ID tag on the back and an adjustable shoulder strap too. It measures 7 L x 9. Customize it with
your team's logo for a great fundraiser! Malibu Lunch Cooler. Watch your promo product crowd
surf when you advertise on the Malibu Lunch Cooler. With a seven can capacity it'll be passed
around, showing your logo as it goes. It has a front slash pocket, top zippered pocket, large
zippered opening to the main compartment and a side mesh water bottle pocket. It won't get
lost with the removable ID tag and the thermal lining will keep everything together. Carry it
around using the adjustable shoulder strap. It's PVC and phthalate free. Pass the drinks and
your brand throughout your next marketing event! Features 80GSM non-woven polypropylene
material and insulated thermo lining, zipper main compartment, two zipper side pockets for
secure storage, front open pocket, rear ID pocket and convenient carrying straps. Large
capacity can hold up to one beverage six pack with room to spare for lunch and more. Foam
insulated with lead free aluminum lining. Product material thickness and color can vary slightly
from product to product and order to order. Cedar Non-Woven Lunch Cooler. Bring along a
bunch of lunch or make a small picnic in this colorful cooler! This 7. The design features an
attractive "cedar" pattern, a round integrated carrying handle and a full-zippered closure. Holds
six ounce beverage cans in the roomy main compartment, with a recommended weight limit of
8. Select from six great colors and add your school, sports team, organizational or company
logo, emblem or message to customize. Corey Convertible Lunch Cooler. Take one for the road
in this promotional lunch cooler! Made of D polyester, each cooler measures 14"L x 10"H x 4"W
and is offered in an assortment of colors. It's PVC free, phthalate free and features a 9 can
capacity, PEVA heat-sealed lining, front slash pocket, side water bottle pocket with elastic strap

to secure and a zippered opening to the main compartment, The convertible strap allows you to
carry with dual grab handles or over the shoulder. Hudson XL Lunch Cooler. Compact lunch
cooler. Large main compartment with foil-lined insulation. Keep napkins, utensils, or
condiments in the front slip pocket. Top carrying handle and a hook-and-loop closure. Budget
Lunch Cooler. Connect with customers on their lunch break with help from the budget lunch
cooler! Hand wash only with a damp cloth. Customize each one with an imprint of your brand
logo for heightened corporate exposure. Lunch Size Cooler Tote. Help clients take a break with
your brand when you advertise on this lunch size cooler tote! Ideal for snacks or lunches, it
holds up to nine cans, measures 13" x It's made of denier polyester tote bag with polyethylene
padded aluminum foil insulation and features a top zipper closure, black carry handles and a
black front open pocket approximately 11" W x 7" H at the widest points. The handles measure
approximately 18" L x 1" W and the recommended weight tolerance is 22 lbs. Join recipients on
all of their relaxing breaks! Diamond Lunch Cooler. Make a super cool addition to your next
promotional campaign by handing out the Diamond lunch cooler bag! It can hold up to six cans
and is designed to keep your food and drinks colder for longer. Customize with an imprint of
your company name and logo and make
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a lasting brand impression today. This insulated cooler bag would make a fantastic
promotional item for your next fundraiser! Fill with beverages to take to the beach or use it as a
cooler to keep your lunch fresh. Measures 8. Available in 6 colors! Round Lunch Cooler. Make a
well-rounded addition to your next promotional campaign with this round lunch cooler.
Measuring 6" x 8" and available in several colors, this essential container is made of denier
polyester with 2mm PE foam and foil lining. It features a zippered, insulated main compartment,
an exterior front open pocket room for approx. Customize each one with an imprint of your
brand logo and take your customers out to lunch today! Customize this bag with your company
name and logo to benefit from daily brand exposure. Made of 70 Denier polyester, this item
features gray PEVA liner, 3-sided top zipper closure, non-adjustable carry strap, and a front
slash pocket. Can hold up to 6 cans! All Rights Reserved. Items per Page: 20 40

